Infrared line collisional parameters of HCl in argon, beyond the impact approximation: measurements and classical path calculations.
Measurement of room temperature absorption by HCl-Ar mixtures in the 1-0 and 2-0 bands have been made for pressures between 10 and 50 atm. Fits of these spectra are made for the determination of the width, spectral shift, asymmetry, and intensity of individual lines. The broadening and shifting parameters are in satisfactory agreement with previous determinations but provide the first complete and self-consistent sets covering P(15)-R(14) and P(7)-R(8) in the 1-0 and 2-0 bands, respectively. The asymmetries of the profiles, which have been studied for the first time, are smaller than typically 10(-3) atm(-1) and cannot be determined experimentally. On the other hand, the intensities of the low j lines show a significant linear decrease with increasing Ar pressure. Calculations of all measured quantities are made with a classical path approach and an accurate vibrational-dependent HCl-Ar potential energy surface (PES). Comparisons with experimental values show that widths and shifts are well predicted, confirming the quality of the PES and of the theoretical model, and the calculations confirm that asymmetries are small. The damping factors of the intensities are analyzed by considering three contributions: The first is due to the formation of van der Waals complexes, the second results from the finite duration of collisions, and the last comes from initial correlations. Calculations indicate that the last process has negligible consequences but that the first two processes lead to effects of the same order and explain most of the observed decrease of the intensities, even if some discrepancies persist for the mid R:mmid R:=1 rotational components.